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About This Game

The VR Edition of the critically acclaimed BAFTA award-winning Hellblade: Senua's Sacrifice.

From the makers of Heavenly Sword, Enslaved: Odyssey to the West, and DmC: Devil May Cry, comes a warrior’s brutal
journey into myth and madness.

Set in the Viking age, a broken Celtic warrior embarks on a haunting vision quest into Viking Hell to fight for the soul of her
dead lover.

Created in collaboration with neuroscientists and people who experience psychosis, Hellblade: Senua’s Sacrifice will pull you
deep into Senua’s mind.

Note that Hellblade does not support motion controls.
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Title: Hellblade: Senua's Sacrifice VR Edition
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Ninja Theory
Publisher:
Ninja Theory
Franchise:
Hellblade: Senua's Sacrifice
Release Date: 31 Jul, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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The story seemed interesting and the art stood out to me right away. But I just couldn't get into this game. The main character
you play as isn't very likable, the world is barely explained which only leads to confusion as you progress because you don't
know what's even being talked about. And the voice acting was all over the place. It wasn't bad but it keeps going from full
naration to random phrases being spoken that aren't even said in the dialogue. Either do full voice acting or none at all because
this was just confusing. I really wanted to like this game but I don't.. I recommend this game for picture search puzzle lovers. It
has obviously been made with love and even though I only played it shortly I liked the voice acting and the whole atmosphere.
The drawing style is just precious.. Host lag causes problems for good gameplay. No sudden death, matches can be a stupid long
stalemate at the end.. "If you like fish so much, why don't you MARRY THEM?!"

"Maybe I will!"

-----

This is, if not the weirdest game on Steam, then certainly in the running.

Go to Indonesia, unravel an ancient mystery, learn Silat, and date fish. All in a nostalgic pastel color pallette with soothing music
playing in the background.

Nusakana is like the gonzo lovechild of Harvest Moon and Legend of the River King, and despite English not being its original
language, it is clearly a labor of love. In fact, the production values are so high that I think it would have been a cult classic if it
had released back in the days of the SNES. As is, it commando-crawls at top speed out of steam's RPG Maker ghetto, punching
komodo dragons in the face the whole way.

If you're willing to play something a bit different, then there's a ton of content in here. Day\/night cycle, days of the week, quest
boards and faction loyalty, RPG combat, fishing, crafting, language-learning, and dating, and a plotline that runs deeper than I
would have expected. Somehow, rather than turning into an unharmonious kludge, all these elements work together, producing a
play experience that is both relaxing and satisfying.

If you liked Harvest Moon, I'd say this is a solid $15 game. If you like to explore weird avenues of game design, or just the
weirder stuff steam has to offer, I'd impulse-buy this on 50% sale.

If nothing I've said above even remotely appeals, then steer clear. This strangeness is probably not for you.. 2 out
of♥♥♥♥♥♥br>
RBG I am unplayable because mobs are of kill, but cool and is big map. I really wanted to like this game but its it has many
problems like glitches with the overworld, skills, items, and much more. The art style for the characters huds and the title screen
is amazing so how come the in game art looks very rushed and poorly drawn .One good this is that the game has some
interesting ideas like the shakes.
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A great puzzel game, found myslef rather addicted to it, the puzzles are not too hard nor ever too easy making for a great
experince, has a lot of mixed puzzle ideas that all blend well. overall a 7/10 (Which is a great score btw for those who think 7/10
is bad). I'm a bit of a VR sword combat connosieur so I had to try this. Went in with fairly low expections but it's not bad!
Combat isn't the strong point it's more on the arcade side but still pretty satisfying with multiple weapons.
The graphics are amazing. Better than expected.

The game sort of reminds of of Way of the Samurai which is a good thing.
Unfortunatly WMR headsets suffer from the dreaded Unreal Engine screen warping bug. It's still playable but please fix this!.
nasty zombies fast cars with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 steering bloodshed galore enough said. very enjoyable
would recommend as a tension killer nice graphics too for type of game it is get it at a cheap price well worth it.. First
impressions are this game has some great potential. Hopefully the devs stick with it because it is one of the more interesting
games I have played in awhile.
EA review:
Graphics-10
Sound-10
Gameplay-8
RPG Elements-8
Lasting Potential/Replayability-7
. As much as I love tinkering around with RPG Maker MV, the nostalgic feel of the tilesets and sprite art in this version of RPG
Maker is right up my alley. Super fun (and comprehensive!) despite it being released in 2003. If you're on a budget and want to
try out an RPG Maker title, this is a great entry point.. Awful game, nothing like the original, which is why i had purchased it.
Would not reccomend this game, if you was looking for something simple and enjoyable. Feels like they have focused more on
graphical design and camera movement engine, than actual game play and enjoyability. extreemly disapointed.. In Kh\u00e2rn,
we trust! NOT HERESY!!! BLOOD FOR THE BLOOD GOD!!! *chop*. Picked this one up on sale, quite a fun game. Weapon
and armour leveling adds a bit more depth to the gameplay. Works well with an X box controller. Overall a good game for the
money.

Intelligence Trader Has Been Released!:
Prepare to change the course of history.
Intelligence Trader is now available in Early Access! Lead a secret intelligence organization, train your agents, gather and sell
intels, and see what alternative historical events you can make happen.
Next week we'll add Chinese, German and Portuguese localizations, as well as achievements.
If you'll meet any bugs, don't hesitate to tell us about them so we could fix them right away. Good luck!

Dreambakers Team. First patch will be out tomorrow!:
Greetings! The first of a series of post-release patches will be live tomorrow. In the coming days we're going to continue to fix
bugs and improve gameplay, and we also have a big update planned for this Fall. So feel free to leave your suggestions!. Top
Secret:
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We’ve found signs of changes in Steam. Object Intelligence Trader got a 75% discount. Our informants reported that acquiring
Intelligence Trader could bring closer its full release in 2019. Use this information wisely, agent. And have a merry Christmas!. 
Patch 1.0.1:
Greetings! The first patch for Intelligence Trader is already available. What's new?

The following features have been added:

Ability to view the agent profile before hiring;

Opportunity to get a negative balance was excluded;

Option to speed up the in-game time.

We have fixed:

A number of bugs related to the intelligence gathering;

Bug with incorrect display of hired agents on the base;

Bug with incorrect display of agents after their returning to the base;

Bug with incorrect display of news after restarting the game

Another round of bug fixes is coming, as well as German and Chinese languages. We're always glad to hear your comments and
suggestions!. Intelligence Trader - Out Soon!:
Prepare to meet our new game! Intelligence Trader will be out soon! Take on a role of the head of a secret spy agency. Plunge
into the atmosphere of the Cold War era, witness the way of the famous confrontation, from the Berlin crisis to the Charter of
Paris, and try to change the history!
Please subscribe and add the game to your wishlist. We look forward to know what you think about our works!
Dreambakers Team. ḕgᏲvᏰgnຮAttenиbtion!ŚŃ:
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fnvjDfnvlκjfên Suspicious glяnvfDκSnjя;êg activity нvвgnS;Dngт was noticed
lтDκjnвv;êŦŃVĴĎŦŃVĹĶĴŦĔŃĞĹŔŃVŦĎĶŚŃĴŔ;ĔĞ on the
ĤVßĞŃŚ;ĎŃĞŤĨŤĎĶĴŃßV;ĔŔVĤŤ;ŃĎÁ;ĴĎŃŦV;Ť;ĔŔŃVĶ;Ĕ ĴŃŤĤяvfиvjdfиvlkjfєи developer's side. glяиvfdkรиjя;єg
Perhaps нvbgиร;dиgтi they're тdkjиbv;єяvнт;иd making plans ᖴnvᏧᕍᖴnvlḳᏧ to do ᖴḕnglᖇnvᖴᕍḳຮnᏧᖇ; something
ḕgᏲvᏰgnຮ;ᕍngtḭtᕍḳᏧnᏰv;ḕᖇvᏲt;nᕍᎯ;Ꮷᕍnᖴv;t;ḕ in the near ᖇnvḳ;ḕᏧntᏲα;jdиfv;т;єяиvk;єjитннт;nDå future.
;jDnfv;т;êяnvκ;êjnтн
. Ancient Guardian Intelligence Trader Patch 1.0.3:
Greetings! Here is another patch that contains some more bugfixes and improvements:

Cropped screen issue fixed;
Mission dates fixed;
In-game time speed decreased;
Bugs which caused the game to freeze fixed.

Good game!. Patch 1.0.2:
Greetings! We've just released the second patch, which contains the following improvements:

German and Chinese languages added;

Mission progress info added;

Mission mechanics fixed and improved;

Now you can open the screen of the country where the agent gathers intelligence by clicking on the agent display area on
the Status panel;

Now you can see the agent profile by clicking on the photo of the agent on the Status panel;

Now in-game time doesn't slow down every time a new message or event appears.

More fixes and improvements to enhance the game experience are coming!
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